1995 chrysler cirrus lxi

The Chrysler Cirrus is a mid-sized 4-door notchback sedan introduced by Chrysler motors for
the model year. Built on the Chrysler JA platform , the 4-door notchback sedan joined
Chrysler's roster of "Cloud Car" models drawing their names from meteorological terms,
including the mid-priced Dodge Stratus it was based on introduced at the same time, and the
low-priced Plymouth Breeze variant a year later. Development of the Cirrus started in , with the
goal of creating an affordable, expressive-looking, fun-to-drive vehicle that was still safe
enough to transport an everyday family. Both the concept and production model used the
Chrysler Corporation 's new cab-forward design, which was launched on the larger LH sedans
in This three-box design was characterized by a large passenger cabin in proportion to a
comparatively short hood and trunk, highlighted by a long, dramatically slanted windshield and
short overhangs. Pushing the wheels further to the corners of the body created a much larger
cabin than most other similarly sized vehicles of that time. The a four-door notchback sedan
was designed with flowing lines with no distinct beginning or end, but almost resembled a
two-box fastback. The Cirrus was introduced for as a replacement for the Chrysler LeBaron
sedan. It was often compared to other smaller mid-size cars such as the Chevrolet Malibu , yet
judged roomier than the Ford Contour by many magazines such as Consumer Reports. The
exteriors of the Chrysler Cirrus, Dodge Stratus, and Plymouth Breeze were very similar, with the
front fascia , rear bumper , taillights , and wheels being the main differences. The interiors had
little variation between the three models; being almost identical, save for the name on the
steering wheel , and a few available options. The fascias of each JA car corresponds with each
brand's minivan offering, sharing headlights , and grille designs. All three variants of the
platform were available with most of the same standard features: four-wheel independent
suspension double wishbone in the front with a multilink rear , air conditioning , tilt steering
wheel , [4] and driver and front-passenger air bags and available options, such as the following:
an optional four-speed automatic transmission Autostick was not available on the Breeze ,
anti-lock brakes , cruise control , power windows , power door locks , power mirrors , sunroof.
A five-speed manual was standard with the 2. The 2. The Cirrus was originally available in two
trim levels: the well-equipped base LX and the luxury LXi. Both models featured sporty, black
twin-post side mirrors , fog lights , the same body side moldings, chrome bumper accents, an
automatic transmission and a low extending waterfall grille that was either chrome or
body-colored depending on the color of the vehicle. The Cirrus was one of the first Chrysler
vehicles to feature the rose medallion logo, which had not been used in 41 years. The LX model
was dropped for the model year, but returned in to compensate for the Plymouth Breeze that
was discontinued early in the model year. It was replaced by the Dodge Stratus sedan. The LX
â€”; was the base Chrysler Cirrus trim level. It included the following standard equipment: a 2.
The LXi â€” was the top-of-the-line Chrysler Cirrus trim level. The Plymouth Breeze was
released in as a model. Although it did not match the sales of its predecessor, the Acclaim , the
Breeze did manage to sell over , units and total production was greater than that of its Chrysler
Cirrus sibling, which was produced for nearly two additional years. As part of Chrysler's new
marketing strategy which addressed concerns that its brands were treading into each other's
marketing territory, Plymouth, as Chrysler Corporation's low-price brand for essentially its
entire existence, was to focus exclusively on value. Due to this, the Breeze lacked certain
features including an available V6 engine, alloy wheels, leather interior, body-colored door
handles, fog lights, and Chrysler's Autostick transmission, all of which were offered on the
Stratus and Cirrus. The Plymouth Breeze came only as one basic model. Equipped similarly to a
base model Dodge Stratus, the Breeze came standard with the 2. The Breeze was also available
with many options including a four-speed automatic transmission , 2. Additionally, and Breezes
offered an "Expresso Package" similar to the one available on the Voyager and Neon. The Base
â€” was the least-expensive trim level of the Plymouth Breeze from to , and the only available
trim level for the Breeze's final year of production in The Base included the following standard
equipment: a 2. The Expresso â€” was the top-of-the-line trim level of the Plymouth Breeze, but
was discontinued after An "Expresso" decal adorned both front doors, as well as the rear trunk
lid. The Dodge Stratus was introduced in February , with two trims: base later renamed SE for ,
which came standard with the 2. In the 2. The Stratus directly replaced the high-volume Spirit
and Dynasty United States only to favorable reviews, but lower sales. Mexico: A turbocharged
version of the Stratus was sold in Mexico, with the 2. In , the Stratus was available for its last
year of sales in Canada, with the Chrysler Sebring taking over as the company's only lower
mid-size sedan - Dodge did not sell the equivalent version in Canada. In Brazil, the Stratus had
the same engines as the North American version but a higher ground clearance for the road
conditions there. In Europe, only the 2. The European version also had chrome accent moldings
along the doors and bumpers. The Base was the least expensive trim level of Stratus from to
The Base was equipped with a 2. The SE was the least expensive trim level of Stratus in The SE

included the same standard equipment as the previously-base Base trim level of Stratus. The
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Cars Chrysler designers left the boxy K-car '80s-think behind when they penned the striking,
cab-forward Cirrus. Starting with a fresh slate, engineers dissected numerous competitive
vehicles, extracting the best qualities from items that consumers interact with, and adapting
them to the new model range. Although these new cars were built to be ultracompetitive in the
compact-sedan class, which includes the Ford Contour and Nissan Altima , they proved
virtuous enough to cull sales from the larger Ford Taurus and Honda Accord. The Cirrus'
combination of design, value, comfort, and performance earned it the coveted Motor Trend Car
of the Year award. Following tradition, we ordered a Cirrus for a year-long evaluation of the
latest car to receive our highest accolade. We took delivery of the metallic-red Cirrus LXi at our
Detroit office, where we logged a few hundred break-in miles before driving it cross-country to
Los Angeles. During the 13 fuel breaks on our roundabout mile journey, we recorded copious
notes in the logbook-when we could bring ourselves to pry our hands from the leather-wrapped
steering wheel. The most frequent comment was praise for the driver's seat, an item whose
standard cloth-covered counterpart has received lukewarm reviews. Equally praised, the Cirrus'
sophisticated double-wishbone suspension provided a compliant ride on the open highway.
Upon its arrival in L. Circling our foot skidpad, the Cirrus managed 0. These numbers place its
handling abilities on a par with its compact and midsize competition. However, the Cirrus'
sport-tuned chassis, with unequal-length upper and lower control arms, coil springs, and
anti-roll bars front and rear, provides a more refined ride than many of its
MacPherson-strut-equipped competitors. Surveyed owners recognized the merits of this
configuration, as One owner wrote, "The Chrysler Cirrus is like driving a cloud in heaven.
Complementing the poised handling is a standard 2. However, this small-displacement engine
lacks some of the punch expected of a six-cylinder, as noted by staff members and surveyed
owners. At During such hard acceleration, the Mitsubishi -built engine thrashes in
piston-pounding fervor, generating more noise and vibration than its competitors, but once up
to speed or during mild acceleration, the 2. For '96, Chrysler addressed this by revising the
torque converter and bumping the torque peak by seven pound-feet to Despite the lackluster
empirical data, The V-6 delivered Our long-distance highway trips yielded about 30 mpg, and
one owner reported an impressive 33 mpg average on a long trip, which is within the projected
EPA range. The Cirrus' abundant interior space defies its exterior dimensions, providing ample
quarters for five. Owners agree, as over 84 percent rated overall comfort above average. Many
survey respondents remarked that the Cirrus' high bustle trunk reduced rearward visibility.
However, the design yields a respectable Several bruised editors discovered that unless the
decklid was fully raised, it would fall back down like a guillotine. Staff members' notes reflect
that road noise was more intrusive in our Cirrus than in some competitors. Owners also flagged
NVH as an area that needs some improvement. And it wasn't the only area: The air conditioner
topped the troubles list, followed by brakes, window moldings, the stereo head unit,
miscellaneous noises, and door fit. A woman from Texas expressed a sentiment shared by
numerous owners when she wrote, "I do see room for improvement, and I may consider an
import next time around. Too many problems within the first year of driving. We took our
long-term Cirrus to the dealership on three separate occasions because the air conditioner was
blowing warm air. The combination of replacing the transducer, fuse, tubing, and recharging the
system eventually corrected the problem. Each time, the service was covered by warranty. We
also experienced a problem with a piece of plastic window trim. A regular schedule of fluid and
filter changes rounded out our drama-free ownership experience. Our driver who made the trek

from Detroit to L. Despite a busy year, with keys changing hands on almost a daily basis, the
long-term Cirrus wasn't worse for wear, remaining in like-new condition. Despite a few minor
complaints during the course of the year, the final logbook entry summed it up succinctly: "All
in all, I know why the Cirrus won Car of the Year. The eight-way adjustable driver's seat with
lumbar support proved comfortable on long hauls. The folding rear bench can accommodate
large cargo items or three passengers-preferably two adults and a child. Judging by our survey
respondents, all of America seems to be the
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land of enchantment for the Cirrus. Despite a fair number of mechanical glitches, more than 85
percent of the owners recommend the car. Lunchtime in St. Louis, in the shadow of the Gateway
Arch. Our well-traveled Cirrus averaged about 30 mpg on its cross-country jaunts. Simple and
effective audio and climate controls are surrounded in our uplevel LXi by unconvincing "wood"
trim. The standard V-6 engine propels the Cirrus from zero to 60 mph in 10 seconds flat,
impressing 87 percent of the surveyed owners enough to have them rate it above average.
Mercifully, our Cirrus' air-conditioner glitches were resolved prior to our return trip across the
desert Southwest. The Mitsubishi-built small-displacement 2. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Owners Aftermarket Modifications Made aftermarket modifications Center armrest
Dimensions Wheelbase, in. Performance Acceleration, mph, sec Maintenance Total mileage 25,
Test mileage 24, Fuel consumed, gal. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

